GUIDELINES FOR IN-HOUSE LIBRARY BROWSING
EFFECTIVE 1 SEPT 2020

BROWSING IS LIMITED TO 30 PEOPLE INSIDE THE BUILDING

INCLUDES:
* Catalog Searching
* Browsing
* Use of lounging areas and tables
* Checkouts
* In-House Pickups

PLEASE NOTE:
* Once capacity is reached others will have to wait outside
* Periodic sanitization will be executed by the library staff to ensure safety

FINE PRINT:
* Masks required for ages 2 years and up
* 1 appointment per family per day
* Children under 10 must be accompanied in the library
* Computers are available for use by patrons 13 and older—internet is not filtered. Children must have Sponsor’s approval and already have access to account info to access a computer
* Spacing guidelines in the Computer lab require one person per computer per health guidelines